
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a sheet metal. Please review the
list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for sheet metal

Must be capable of interpreting and understanding complex mechanical
drawings and schematics of various components and performing to detailed
written tasks to accomplish precision fabrication of sophisticated pressure
control and regulation components
For machine dependent operations, selects proper tooling, programs and
edits to machines
Works with others, using continuous process improvement tools and
techniques and just-in-time manufacturing techniques, to develop and install
process improvements that positively impact manufacturing through-put,
machine and human resources utilization, space utilization, organization and
other factors
Monitoring productivity across all shifts, including the amount and type of
work assigned the quality and quantity of work accomplished
Using knowledge of model manufacturing, material characteristics, industrial
processes, metal forming, inspection methods and equipment, the contractor
will determine materials and methods to establish cost effective setups and
applies the determination made to the fabrication projects
Projects require the fabrication of complex, unique and one of a kind parts
Apply a comprehensive, intensive and practical knowledge base of
experience and a wide range of skills to develop innovative methods to
produce high tolerance finished components and models
Determine proper bend radii for a variety of ferrous and non-ferrous
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Use analytic techniques and technical knowledge to diagnose and determine
root cause of fit and finish deviations and other fabrication issues
Design, build and research specialized tooling and fixtures to be used to
support the production of complex components

Qualifications for sheet metal

FAA Airframe & Power Plant Certificate is required
CMF 15 aviation MOS series or other military/commercial equivalent (15G
preferred)
The incumbent must be able to communicate effectively with all levels of
employees throughout the organization
Must be able to work from ladders or elevated work surfaces
Will be forming, cutting, and some grinding of sheet metal
Required to perform set-up, programming, and operation


